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and conventional as it often is, shows mastery of outline
and design.
K'ung Fu-tse is said to have seen frescoes of figures of
good and evil spirits and of a court of justice at the Chou
Court; and in the great architectural era of the Han its
practice no doubt continued. In early Korean graves such
frescoes have been found; their sinuous line and delicate
charm is akin to the applied art of our illustration. These
and the grave-sculptures of China are made with the idea
of giving the spirits lasting pleasure. The subjects are
historical and mythical, and sometimes the incised surface
is filled with coloured gesso: the figures are often life-like
and vigorous—processions of splendid chariots and cavalry
in which the Chinese love for horses comes out as vividly
as that of India for elephants; and historical scenes which
tell us much of their civilization. Here is a frieze in the
flat, and also a precursor of Japan's inimitable battle scrolls.
It was an age of architectural activity, and we see here
tiled roofs, decorated walls and columns with splendid
finials of phoenix and other heraldic birds. We read of a
famous Palace of the Copper Cocks, and in a poem of
Wang Yen-shou written in the reign of Wu-ti is a delight-
ful description of the decorative arts used in such palaces:
the details, as Ashton points out, following almost line for
line those details of the Wu reliefs only sixteen miles away:1
On moulding and on panel lotuses upright
Breathe art and beauty, bud and opening flower:
Poppies burst, and drop their petals white:
The wood takes on the form of birds in flight,
And beasts: see here the tiger leaps to 'light
Upon his prey: his hair bristles with power.
The extraordinary vigour of this early art rises to great-
ness in a phoenix discovered in 1914, 'possibly the finest
piece of Han sculpture extant/ says Ashton*
*The pose... is superb, one leg indolently raised to step forward.
Both wings are open, beating the air with lofty pinions; the tail
flaunts behind and the proud carriage is marked in every curve of
1 Aften L. Ashton, An Introduction to Chinese Sculpture, p. 23.

